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Gapp Wavveguidde PMC Pacckaginng For Improoved
Isolattion off Circuuit Componnents inn Highh
F
Frequeency M
Microw
wave M
Modulles
Ashraff Uz Zaman, Mats Alexannderson, Mem
mber, IEEE, Tin Vukusicc, Per-Simon Kildal, Felloow, IEEE

Abbstract—In this work, Perffect Magneticc Conductor ((PMC)
baased packagingg technique w
was used to im
mprove the isoolation
peerformance am
mong various m
microwave circcuit componentts such
as high gain aamplifier chain
ns. In this ap
pproach, a peeriodic
strructure (such aas metal pin roows) together w
with the ground
d plane
off the substrate,, created a stopband for unw
wanted paralleel-plate
orr cavity modees as well ass substrate modes,
m
and th
hereby
su
uppressed prob
blems of circuiit resonances and related paackage
ph
henomena. Thiis paper descriibes two Ka-baand amplifier chains
that were tested
d with this neew packaging technique. Firrstly, a
sin
ngle amplifierr chain was ttested for maaximum stablee gain
op
peration, and iit was found th
hat stable gain
n of more than
n 65dB
waas achieved w
whereas traditioonal metal waall package wiith RF
ab
bsorber offered
d stable gain of 40dB, thuss showing sign
nificant
isoolation improvvement. Second
dly, two high ggain amplifier chains
weere placed sidee by side and their mutual isolation was tested.
W
With proposed ggap waveguide packaging, a m
minimum isolaation of
788dB was achievved whereas a complete mettal shield provvided a
miinimum isolatiion of only 64dB over the ban
nd of interest.
Index Terms—
—Isolation, PM
MC packaging, p
m
parallel-plate modes,
su
ubstrate modes, stable gain, seelf-oscillation.

T

I. INTR
RODUCTION

HE technology of milllimeter wavee circuits hass been
w becoming m
mature
developing for many yeaars and is now
mblies
enough to be used in reealization of ccomplex assem
annd microwavee modules. Historically,
H
tthe first milllimeter
waave applicatioons have beenn for military and space puurposes
wiith customizeed microwavee modules. H
However, witth the
em
mergence of nnew civilian applications,
a
such as autom
motive
seensors, high sppeed wireless LANS,
L
microccell communiccation,
pooint-to-point llinks and pooint-to-multipooint links, traacking
syystems etc. coost and mass manufacturabbility are becoming
prredominant facctors.
Most of mm
m-wave microw
wave systems have to operrate at
ouutdoor, under harsh
h
weatherr conditions annd therefore haave to
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be sshielded, i.e., ppackaged in a proper way. P
Packaging of mmwavve integrated hybrid
h
circuitss (MICs), monnolithic integrrated
circcuits (MMIC
Cs) and miccro-electromecchanical sysstems
(ME
EMSs) have too provide prottection againstt mechanical stress
s
andd environmentaal condition. Also,
A
to complly with the sm
maller
m-wave microw
wave
sizee requirementss and compacctness for mm
moddules, large aamount of eleectronic compponents are to be
placced into a connfined area. Foor such high ddensity microw
wave
moddules, RF pacckaging is morre and more iimportant in terms
of isolation andd interference suppression.. If not propperly
controlled, the interference oor cross-talk can cause each
systtem to malfunnction and evven fail. Thuss one of the m
most
challlenging desiggn aspects off mm-wave RF
F packaging is to
maiintain high isoolation amongg the adjacent microwave ciircuit
com
mponents and suppress
s
unwaanted RF interrference [1]-[33].
Inn a common m
microwave m
module, circuitt components such
as M
MMICS are pllaced on a diellectric substratte which can carry
c
the necessary intterconnect linnes, the passivve componentts as
wn in Fig.1. Enclosing thhe complete ciircuitry in a m
metal
show
packkage usually degrades
d
the RF
R circuit perrformance beccause
of tthe onset of paackage resonaances and morre, in general,, due
to thhe interactionns of electrom
magnetic fieldss (produced byy the
signnal propagatinng in the electrronic circuitry) with the package
itsellf.

Fig.11 Packaged microowave module witth various undesirred coupling
phennomena

T
The MMICs, hybrid
h
circuits, other passivve componennts or
inteerconnect linees may be based on different typess of
trannsmission linee media such as microstrip lines or copllanar
wavveguides (CPW
Ws). Publisheed studies in [4]-[6] show that
signnificant poweer leakage exists on various printed ciircuit
trannsmission linees, often relaated to surfaace waves inn the
diellectric substratte causing serrious cross-talk and interferrence
probblems. Particuularly in the case of top-ccovered microostrip
linee, this leakage begins at a much loweer frequency than
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exxpected and bbecome a mattter of serious concern for power
loss as well ass cross-talk isssue [5]. Sim
milarly, convenntional
paackaging of C
CPW modifiees the CPW into a condductorbaacked CPW ((CBCPW), annd this therebby generates power
leaakage in the form
f
of coupliing to parasiticc parallel-platte (PP)
m
modes [6], [7]. Typically, electrically laarge CBCPW
Ws will
modes
suupport a densee (almost conntinuous) specctrum of PP m
annd thereby cauuse significantt radiation throough these moodes at
their resonancee frequencies. Apart from tthis problem of PP
mode leakage and radiatiion, at mm--wave frequeencies,
m
interconnects annd transitions between diffeerent componeents or
evven the intercconnecting siggnal lines mayy produce sppurious
raadiation or stannding waves. This can easilly get coupledd (over
the air) to thee neighboringg circuit eleements resultiing in
Fig.1 shows soome of the poossible
interference andd cross-talk. F
waays of electroomagnetic field coupling annd unwanted eenergy
leaakage betweenn the adjacent circuit elemennts.
A preventivee solution to provide goodd isolation beetween
tw
wo neighboringg circuit compponents is the multi-comparrtment
m
microwave moddules shown in Fig.2. This solution conssists of
ussing a separatee metallic shielding enclosuure for each ccritical
coomponent (typpically the acctive componeents). Usuallyy, such
m
metallic enclosuures will be partly filled wiith lossy microowave
modes [8], [9].. Also,
abbsorbers to daampen the higgh Q cavity m
there is an absoolute need for adding vias nnear the “hot spots”
to stop energy coupling via the substratee leaky wavess [10]ways of supprressing
[12]. There are also other moore complex w
the substrate leeaky modes, ssuch as the innsertion of a doped
sillicon (Si) subb-mount layeer (high resisttivity layer) in the
suubstrate [7], taailoring of thhe substrate thhickness to stop the
poower couplingg to the TM0 suurface mode, or using guardd rings
orr deep trench isolation techhniques [13],[[14]. Also, wiith the
addvent of Highh- impedancee electromagnnetic surfacess [15],
soome researchers have used this high imppedance surfacce as a
m
mean of suppressing parallel--plate noise inn high speed ccircuits
[16], [17]. Unnlike traditionnal localizedd noise-supprression
methods, these techniques ooffer the ability to suppreess the
m
nooise coupling via the PP w
waveguide moodes over the entire
suubstrate. In praactice, the effiiciency of the different technniques
avvailable for reeducing cross--talk goes dow
wn with frequuency;
the higher the fr
frequency, the lower is usuaally the effectivveness
off the techniquees mentioned sso far.

isolation among tthe circuit com
mponents. Thiss new techniqque is
easiily scalable to high freqquency and shows consiistent
perfformance overr different miicrowave frequ
quency bands [18].
Thee proposed new
w packaging technique is shhown in Fig.3.. It is
an extension off the recentlly developedd gap wavegguide
PECtechhnology. This technology uuses the basic cut-off of a P
PMC parallel-plaate waveguidde configuratioon to controll the
wave propagaation betweenn the two parrallel
elecctromagnetic w
plattes. As PMC
Cs are not available
a
in nnature, the P
PMC
condition must bbe emulated bby artificial m
magnetic conduuctor
MC) in the form of periodiic structures such
s
as metal pins
(AM
[19]] or mushroom
m structures [115]. All the gllobal parallel-pplate
(PP) modes are inn cutoff withinn the frequenccy band wheree the
AM
MC has high ennough surface impedance too create a stopbband
of tthe PP modess and thereby allows only tthe desired w
waves
alonng ridges or grrooves to proppagate within the
t gap wavegguide
struucture. The conncept of gap w
waveguide tecchnology was first
pubblished in [20], [21] and latter ridge gap waveguide
w
conncept
wass experimentaally demonstrrated in [22]], [23]. Alsoo the
exisstence of seveeral well-defiined Quasi-TE
EM modes inn the
singgle parallel-pllate hard wavveguide was presented
p
in [24].
Num
merical studiees on designinng different aartificial magnnetic
surfface (AMC) for a particuular frequencyy band were also
studdied thoroughlly in [25]. Ussing the gap w
waveguide conncept
andd periodic m
metal pin suurface as A
AMC, microw
wave
com
mponents suchh as high Q bandpass
b
filteers, widebandd slot
arraay antennas, rrat race hybrids, phased arrray antennas,, etc.
werre designed [226]-[29]. For the packaginng application, the
grouund of the ccircuit board is ideally thee Perfect Eleectric
Connductor (PEC), and the lid should work as a Perffectly
Maggnetic Conduuctor (PMC) creating a PE
EC-PMC paraallelplatte structure where
w
all unw
wanted paralleel-plate modess are
supppressed. Thee applicationn for packaaging was first
dem
monstrated succcessfully for a passive micrrostrip line in [30].
Lateer it was applied to a mulltiport antennaa feed networrk in
[31]] and to improve the performance of weell-known couupled
linee microstrip filter [32] . In all these cases, it was obseerved
thatt unwanted cavity modees and surfa
face waves w
were
efficciently suppreessed within thhe band of inteerest.

Fig.33 New PMC gap waveguide packaaging concept.
Fiig.2 Traditional m
multi-compartmennt microwave moddule

In this paper,, we propose a new packagiing technique which
deeals with cavitty resonances within the m
metal enclosuree, over
the air couplingg between the adjacent com
mponents, as well
w as
the coupling viia the substratte modes, theereby improvinng the

T
The PMC pacckaging technnique is also a way to incclude
packkaging from tthe start whenn designing m
microwave circcuits,
insttead of struggling with it afterwards. Thhis saves compputer
ment time annd is
timee and therefoore, also reduuces developm
refeerred to as num
merical PMC pprepackaging [33].
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In the preseent work, wee used and evaluated
e
the PMC
paackaging technnique on a Kaa-band high ggain amplifierr chain
haaving four caascaded units with an autoomatic gain ccontrol
opption. First, w
we varied the gain of eachh amplifier unnit and
looked for the ooscillation tendency of the cchain when thhe total
T
self-resonnance test was
w
of
gaain was highh enough. The
paarticular interest in this caase. Secondlyy, we had puut two
am
mplifier chainns side by side, but ruunning in oppposite
direction, and determined thhe improvemeent of the isoolation
beetween them by using thee PMC packaaging techniqque. In
eitther the cases, the propposed PMC or gap waveeguide
paackaging technnique were coompared with conventional metal
caavities with RF
F absorber andd via based packaging.

 It removes thhe need for goood metal contact betweenn the
circuit board and the metaal enclosure, oor in other woords;
tthere is no neeed for properr grounding aand the conductive
adhesive or ggasket materiaal used for multi-compartm
m
ment
m
microwave modules.

II. FEATUREES AND DESIGN
N OF GAP WAV
VEGUIDE PACKA
AGE

Innstead of prooviding shieldding by usingg a smooth metal
m
wall, this new ppackaging techhnique requires a pre-desiggned
artifficial PMC surface,
s
placeed on top oof the microw
wave
circcuitry at a distance less thaan quarter wavvelength from
m the
grouund plane at tthe highest frrequency of innterest. This P
PMC
surfface can be anny periodic struucture such ass a mushroom type
elecctromagnetic bandgap (EB
BG) surface [15], metal pins
knoown as a bed oof nails [19], and
a a bed of spprings [37]. Inn this
secttion, we descrribe the desiggn of a gap w
waveguide package
for an amplifier cchain having foour cascaded aamplifiers.
A full-wave nuumerical simuulation tool is nneeded in ordder to
succcessfully desiign a packagging module for active hhighfreqquency circuitts in order to include all thhe electromagnnetic
effeects related too coupling too substrate modes
m
and caavity
resoonances and ccoupling from one active ciircuit to others via
suchh modes andd resonances [38]. In the ppresent work, we
moddeled a singlee amplifier cchip as a squuare bulk matterial
blocck with dimennsions 3×3×1 mm3 (similarr to the size oof the
ampplifier chips), and we placed this blockk on the substtrate.
Thee ceramic blocck also includeed a grounded GaAs substraate of
thicckness 0.1mm and I/O lines with 50Ω miicrostrip lines. The
maiin substrate used
u
in this w
work was an Arlon CLTE
E-AT
subsstrate with a tthickness of 0.254 mm, andd the substratee size
wass 30×25 mm2. The biasing circuitry and biias traces weree not
inclluded in this model
m
to simpplify the simuulations. The m
main
objeective here waas to check thee suppression of both the caavity
moddes, and the external cooupling over-the-air from one
elem
ment to anothher, particularlly in the pressence of the main
m
subsstrate. This nuumerical modeel is illustratedd in Fig.4.

A
APPLIED TO AN
N AMPLIFIER CH
HAIN

Provided thee biasing cirrcuit is propeerly designedd, and
leaakage throughh the bias linnes is suppressed, instabilitty in a
m
millimeter-wavee amplifier iss mainly the result of unw
wanted
feedback acrosss the amplifieer and such feeedback is norrmally
introduced duriing the packagging [11], [344]-[36]. This ccan be
avvoided if the chhip size is so ssmall that the metal cavity ((inside
whhich it is packked) has no resonances witthin the frequuencies
off interest. How
wever, practiccal semiconduuctor chips forr mmwaave frequencies are norm
mally larger tthan this. Allso, if
soomeone wants to build up a transmit/receiive module based on
coommercially ppackaged SMT
T chips, i.e. Q
QFN style pacckages,
the chip size is typically pre-defined w
with dimensiion of
3
3×
×3×1mm3 or 5×5×1mm
5
.T
Therefore, enggineers are lefft with
opptions such as placing llossy absorbeer material iin the
paackaged cavityy or relocatingg a particular circuit elemennt to a
different positioon in the cavityy, in order to solve
s
problem
ms with
caavity resonannces and othher package phenomena. These
paarticular approoaches are effeective if the gaain in each caavity is
noot very high, tyypically below
w 20~22dB, annd they becom
me less
efffective if largger gains are reequired of thee amplifiers inn every
caavity. Also, these traditioonal techniquees cause addditional
prroduction costts and delay iin productionn cycle. Thuss, it is
im
mportant to havve a more robuust packaging solution.
To deal with the above-meentioned issuess, we propose a new
paackaging techhnique for higgh frequency multi comparrtment
m
microwave moddules that has following goood features:

 R
Running signnal lines from
m one comparrtment to anoother
compartment within the m
microwave moodule is also ddone
w
without degraading the isolattion performannce.
 The isolation performance depends
d
no more
m
on mechannical
issues such ass stress and coorrosion, joint reliability, surrface
pproperties, annd deformatioons and apeertures causedd by
tthermal expannsions or contrractions.

 It works wiithin a desireed frequency band and is totally
independentt of cavity dim
mension.
 It is easily sccalable to diffferent frequenccy bands.
 It is very effficient in term
ms of suppresssing both coupling
over the air and coupling via the substrrate modes within a
large frequenncy band of innterest.
modes within thhe desired bannd.
 It suppressess the cavity m
 It improves overall inserttion loss of complete microwave
wanted modes aare suppressedd.
circuit as leaakages to unw
 It reduces thhe need for triaal and error prrocess with abbsorber
placements for removinng the cavityy modes afteer the
unpackaged design has beeen completedd.

Fig.44 Gap waveguide packaging modell for full-wave sim
mulation; a = 0.8m
mm,
h = 00.5mm, d = 2.25 m
mm , p = 2.25mm
m.

F
For conveniencce of manufaccturing, in thee present workk we
chose periodic m
metal pins as an artificial P
PMC, designeed to
worrk at Ka band. This pin dessign started with the unit ceell to
ensuure a stopbandd for parallel--plate modes w
within the bannd of
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interest. To do so, the design curves given in [25] were used.
For the pin dimensions given in Fig.5, the stopband ranges
from 26GHz to 46GHz. The corresponding dispersion diagram
is shown in Fig. 5.

scenario for isolation. In practice, with inclusion of bias lines
and real amplifier chips, the total isolation might deteriorate.
For comparison, we include in Fig. 6 (c) the computed results
for a case of metal lid with and without absorbers when two
adjacent dummy chips were separated by metal wall shielding.
We found that the results over Ka band for the case of
absorbers had similar levels as mentioned in [2] and were
15~20dB worse than PMC packaged cases in Fig. 6 (a).
0

Pin(non-uniform)
Pin(uniform)
Ideal PMC case

d

h

a

Isolation (dB)

-20

-40

-60

substrate

-80

Fig.5 Dispersion diagram for unit cell; a = 0.8mm, h = 0.5mm, d = 2.25 mm.
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Fig.6 (a) Computed isolation between the input of one of the MMIC amplifier
chip and the output of the adjacent one
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Fig.6 (b) Computed total isolation between input port and output port of the
complete chain.
0

-10

Isolation (dB)

As mentioned in [25], the air gap spacing ‘h’ between the
substrate and the pin plays a very significant role in
determining the extent of the stopband. The smaller the value
of this air gap, the larger is the stopband for parallel plate
modes. In this work we had chosen a value of 0.5 mm for the
parameter ‘h’ everywhere in the package except at the location
of the amplifier chips. Regular surface mount amplifier chips
usually have a height of approximately 0.8mm. This led to the
shortening of the pin heights above the amplifier location by
0.8mm and consequently the value of ‘h’ was changed in these
locations. This would create a lid with non-uniform pin
heights, breaking the homogeneity in the periodic structure
and affecting the stopband for parallel-plate modes as well the
isolation performance. It is to be noted that we tried to place
two rows of pins in the space between the two dummy
amplifier chips, so as to provide enough isolation between the
two adjacent elements on the main substrate.
In reference [20] and [26] it was shown that with two rows
of pins the electromagnetic wave propagation was suppressed
up to a level of 45dB. This was considered to be enough for
isolation between adjacent two elements in an amplifier chain,
because each of these amplifiers was expected to operate with
a maximum gain of approximately 18dB. The expected overall
isolation between the input and output ports was of course
much better than 45dB because there were in total 8 pin rows
between these two points.
The computed isolation between two cascaded dummy
MMICs with two rows of pins between them is shown in Fig.
6(a), for the ideal PMC packaging case (located at height
1.0mm above PCB), for the case of a uniform pin grid at
height 0.5mm above the PCB, and actual non-uniform height
pin lid. The total isolation between the input and output ports
of the whole chain is shown in Fig. 6(b). We found that there
was a clear degradation from PMC to uniform pin grid, and
further to non-uniform pin grid, but the isolation was still good
enough for non-uniform case. This was of course the best case

-100
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-50
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34
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Fig.6 (c) Simulated total isolation between adjacent components with metal
shielding and RF absorber.
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III. TEST CIRCUIT FOR AMPLIFIER CHAIN ISOLATION
MEASUREMENTS

shielded (packaged) with both pin lid package and a
conventional complete metal wall screening or shielding.

This section describes the test circuits that were used to
measure the isolation between amplifier chains. The two
isolation cases investigated in this work are shown below in
Fig.7.

Fig.8 Test circuit with RF section and dc circuitry arrangement (side walls not
shown).

Fig.7(a) Test circuit for isolation evaluation of a single amplifier chain (side
walls not shown)

The absorber used in the metal package was Eccosorb LS
with a thickness of approximately 2.5mm, from Emerson &
Cuming. The whole structure in case of traditional metal
package was divided into two sections where each cavity had
a dimension of 30×25×4 mm3 and holds two amplifiers. This
decision originated from practical design experience of having
around 20dB gain in each cavity. However in this work, the
total possible forward gain was more than 25dB in each
cavity. This allowed us to perform the maximum gain test and
the self-oscillation test of the amplifier chains with the
necessary positive loop gain for the isolation level worse than
25dB. The cavity size was kept larger than the two chip sizes
due to the presence of DC connectors, dc signal path and some
signal lines to connect from one amplifier to the next. The
dimension of the holes in the sidewalls for running the signal
line from one compartment to other was 2.0×1.0 mm2.
The amplifier chains used in the test circuits consisted of
four variable gain amplifiers from UMS (CHA3694-QDG)
and were placed on the Arlon main substrate. This main
substrate was attached to a smooth metal plate by using silver
epoxy. Passive components such as capacitors and resistors, as
a part of the biasing network, and DC-connectors were placed
in another FR4 substrate and were attached on the other side
of the same metal plate. DC and RF sides were interconnected
using Samtec’s through-hole headers. The DC and RF
arrangements are shown in Fig.8.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Fig.7(b) Test circuit for isolation evaluation of side by side amplifier chain
(side walls not shown)

Firstly, the output to input isolation performance was
tested for a single chain high gain amplifier circuit in the
presence of a gap waveguide package (realized as a pin lid
package) and a conventional metal wall package with
absorbers. Secondly, two high gain amplifier chains were
placed side by side (in opposite direction) as a model of
parallel transmitter and receiver amplifier chains in a full
duplex microwave system. Then, the isolation performance
was evaluated for these two amplifier chains when they were

A. Isolation performance of single chain amplifier:
Two experimental approaches were followed to test the
isolation performance of the single chain amplifier: stable gain
test and self-oscillation test, both being shown in Fig. 10. In
the first approach, the amplifier chain under test was simply
connected with Anritsu 36397C VNA, and a universal test
fixture (UTF) from Rosenberger was used for launching the
signal for S-parameter measurements. We increased the gain
in the amplifier chain by varying the control voltage until
there was a tendency that the amplifier started to oscillate. The
UTF is an open port fixture, so we used absorber materials
around the port location to absorb any possible radiation from
the launching probes. In this approach, the input signal at port
1 was intentionally set to a low value in order to avoid
compression in the amplifier chain.
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The second approach was a self-resonance test where the
input port of the first stage amplifier was connected with a
50Ω resistor (and no signal source), and the output of the final
stage amplifier was connected to a spectrum analyzer. As
mentioned in the previous section, the amplifiers used in this
work were variable gain amplifiers. Thus, we varied the gain
of each amplifier by changing the control voltage, and
observed when resonance peaks appeared at the screen of the
spectrum analyzer. Both these tests were complementary to
each other and were performed to cross-check the isolation
performance.

remained more than 1 for both the lowest and highest bias
voltages. On the other hand, for conventional metal wall
packaging, the μ1- factor became less than 1 at Vcon = 0.48V
over certain frequencies showing an unstable condition of
operation.
Once the stable gain tests were performed, the selfoscillation test for the single amplifier chains was also done.
As mentioned earlier, the input of the first stage amplifier in
this test was connected with a 50Ω load. So, the amplifier
chain would amplify only the noise signal generated within the
circuit, and the noise floor would move upwards with
increasing gain. The results for self-oscillation test are
depicted in figures 13(a) and 13(b). From these self-oscillation
measurement results, similar conclusion could be drawn as
was drawn in the first approach of maximum stable gain
measurements. No oscillation peaks were observed for gap
waveguide packaging (pin lid packaging) even after 65~70 dB
total gain. On the other hand, for traditional metal wall
packaging with absorbing material, resonance peaks appeared
at around 40dB of total forward gain. An overall 25~30dB
output to input isolation improvement was thus achieved with
the gap waveguide packaging technique for this high gain test
amplifier chain circuit.
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Fig.11 Measured S21 for two amplifier chains for control voltage of -0.3 volt.
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We tested two identical amplifier chains here, one
packaged with the gap waveguide pin lid and the other with a
conventional metal cavity. It needs to be mentioned that the
main substrate used for amplifier chain with pin lid package
did not require grounded vias. On the other hand, ground
strips with vias (to meet the lid walls) were used on some
locations of the main PCB for amplifier chain with
conventional metal wall package as shown in Fig.16. This was
the reason for using two separate amplifier chains. In Fig.11,
S21 measurements for a control voltage corresponding to a
reduced gain are shown for these two amplifier modules. It
was easily noticed from this figure that- the gain curves were
not very flat over the frequency band. However, the emphasis
in this work was not the matching and S21 flatness quality but
on achieving the high gain in order to effectively investigate
self-oscillation and feedback tendencies. Measurement results
for stable gain test for a single chain amplifier is depicted in
Fig. 12(a) and Fig.12 (b). It was clear that- more than 60dB
stable gain was achievable for gap waveguide pin lid
packaging. On the other hand, the tendency of oscillation was
clearly observed already at about 40dB gain in the case of a
traditional metal wall package with RF absorber. Based on the
small-signal s-parameters obtained during all these gain
measurements, the μ1- factors were calculated for the two
cases of packaging under different control bias voltages and
are shown in Fig. 12 (c). For pin lid package, the μ1- factors

(dB)
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Fig.10 Test setups for single chain isolation performance test
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Fig.12 (a) Measured Gain curves for an amplifier chain packaged with pin lid
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Fig.13 (b) Self-oscillation analysis for an amplifier chain packaged with metal
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The block diagram for this test setup is shown in Fig. 14 and
the details of the test circuits were already shown in Fig.7 (b).
Both the amplifier chains used in the test circuit were adjusted
for a moderate gain of 30dB to avoid any self-oscillation and
instability. The input signal was supplied from a Rohde &
Schwarz-SMR40 signal generator and the signal amplitude
was always adjusted to have a constant Pout 1 = 10dBm at the
final stage of amplifier chain for all measurement frequency
points. An Agilent-E4418BEPM power meter and Agilent8564E spectrum analyzer were used in the test setup to
measure the power levels at different output stages. The
measured output power at the spectrum analyzer and the
isolation I can be simply calculated in the following way:

Gapwave Package,Vcon = -0.675V

-1

-10

32

signal to cause saturation and intermodulation distortion in the
sensitive receiver part. Particularly, the coupling between the
final stage transmit amplifier and the first stage LNA of the
receiver chain is of great importance due to the high difference
of transmit and receive signal levels. In this work, such two
amplifier chains were placed side-by-side (to emulate the
transmit and receive scenario), and sidewise isolation
performance was measured in presence of gap waveguide
shielding and conventional metal wall shielding.
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Fig.12 (b) Measured Gain curves for an amplifier chain packaged with metal
wall and eccosorb
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Fig.13 (a) Self-oscillation analysis for an amplifier chain packaged with pin
lid.

B. Isolation between two amplifier chains located side-byside:
All full-duplex systems with simultaneously operating
transmitters and receivers require an excellent isolation
between receive and transmit paths for preventing the transmit

Fig.14 Test setup for measuring isolation between two amplifier chains
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It would be menntioned that tw
wo pin lid pacckages were used
u
in
ments; one havving six rows of pin betweeen the
these measurem
mplifier chainns and the otther having 8 rows of pinn. The
am
thickness of thee metal wall inn the conventioonal metal shiielding
waas 5mm.The ttwo pin lid sttructures are sshown in Fig..15 (a)
annd the measurred isolation for these test circuits are shown
beelow in Fig. 155(b). In this w
work, we havee not used anyy metal
waalls on the innput and outpput sides of the gap waveeguide
paackaging strucctures as show
wn in fig.16. For the otheer case
wiith metal lid aand absorbers, the metal wallls are presentt on all
siddes. For, gap waveguide strructures, theree are many pinn rows
beetween the inpput and outpuut ports. Usuaally, after 3-roows of
pinns, the electrromagnetic fieeld decay up to a level off 60dB
[226]. With manny pins presennt in these pinn lid structurees, the
fieeld leakage frrom input to output
o
port duue to open siddewalls
wiill be almost nnegligible. Hoowever, metal walls can be uused if
neeeded for mecchanical suppoort and protecction, but it w
will not
afffect the electrrical performaance. For succh an oversizeed gap
waaveguide struccture, the paraallel-plate moodes may proppagate.
Hoowever, thesee modes may exist only ouutside the designed
stoop-band, i.e., below 26 GH
Hz and above 46 GHz. So,, these
paarallel-plate m
modes will nnot affect thhe amplifier chain
peerformance annd the isolationn performancee within 30-40GHz.
6 row
ws of pins

d

p

achiieved with an average isolattion value of 885dB and isolaation
valuues ranging fr
from 78dB to 92dB. Thesee measured reesults
have of course ssome errors ddue to the huuman factor w
when
c
compoonent
mannually biasing the amplifierss in different chains,
variiations in diffeerent chains ettc. However, tthis error levell was
diffficult to quanttify at this point and was eexpected to bee not
morre than ± 1~2ddB. The pictuure of all the teest circuits andd the
mannufactured pacckaging lids arre shown below in Fig. 16.
V. CON
NCLUSION
In this workk, a new pacckaging or ennclosure technnique
baseed on gap wavveguide technnology has beeen proposed. H
High
isolation among various miccrowave comp
mponents withhin a
miccrowave moduule has been achieved witthout dividingg the
moddule in multipple compartmeents. The conccept is particuularly
usefful for activee componentss such as higgh gain ampllifier
chaiins where ppackage feedbback problem
ms, over thee air
couppling and couupling via subbstrate modes can play a criitical
rolee in cross-talkk or signal inttegrity issue aand may drivee the
ampplifier chain towards unw
wanted oscilllation. The new
packkaging techniique uses ann artificial maagnetic conduuctor
(AM
MC) on top of
o a circuit booard. The groound plane off the
circcuit board andd the AMC lid creates a stopband foor all
posssible unwanteed parallel-pllate modes. A
As a result, high
isolation is achievved within thiss stopband.

a

h
Amplifier Chain‐‐1

A
Amplifier Chain‐2
8 row
ws of pins

d
p

h

a
Amplifier Chain‐22

A
Amplifier Chain‐1

Figg.15(a) 6 row aand 8 row pin llid structures; a = 0.8mm, h = 0.5mm,
d = 2.25mm and p = 2.25mm.
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Figg.15(b) Isolationn between two cloosely spaced ampllifier chains

The measureement results showed that an isolation round
700dB in averagge was achieeved for a sixx pin row lidd with
isoolation value ranging from 64dB to 91ddB. Similar isoolation
treend was obseerved also forr complete metal
m
wall shiielding
caase. For the ccase of eight rrows of pins, better isolatioon was

Fig.116 Pictures of all the test circuits

T
Throughout thiis work, the P
PMC was reallized as a uniform
gridd of metal pinns, which coulld be easily manufactured
m
by a
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simple milling machine or metal sawing. The above
mentioned gap waveguide package with a pin lid had been
used to test the isolation performance in the case of a single
amplifier chain and two side by-side-amplifier chains in 3040GHz band. In the case of the single chain amplifier, the pin
lid packaging offered an isolation improvement of 25~30dB
over the metal lid with absorber, and more than 65dB of stable
gain was achieved, whereas in the traditional metal wall
package the oscillation tendency was clearly observed about
40dB of total gain. Both the maximum stable gain test and
self-oscillation test results agreed with each other and
confirmed the above statement. Finally, the isolation
measurements had been done for two amplifier chains placed
in close proximity. Here also, the pin lid package with 8 rows
of pins showed better isolation performance. A minimum
isolation of about 78dB had been achieved with 8 rows of pins
between the two chains, whereas the traditional complete
metal wall shielding provided a minimum isolation level of
64dB. In short, the proposed gap waveguide packaging
technique is a robust and effective packaging solution for high
frequency multi-compartment microwave modules and offers
better isolation performance than traditional metal wall
solutions with RF absorber within a specific frequency band.
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